
Zilofresh - The Original - Made in Germany
Fresh air without fragrance in a natural way

In conjunction with air and water, the activated special stainless steel works like a catalyst. The odor molecules are released by dissolving
their structures are permanently neutralized and not overlaid with other, mostly undesirable, artificial odors.

Environmentally friendly and without chemical additives, zilofresh works for many years, saves a lot of money, is unique, patented and ensures
odor-free, noticeably fresher air.

The diverse areas of application will surprise you, and the results will make you happy. Have fun finding your personal
Desired application and your contribution to environmental protection. 

The death of bees affects everyone, even in cities. Allergies, headaches and food intolerance, triggered by chemical fragrances and additives, are becoming a

widespread disease. The 50+ generation is increasingly recognizing their responsibility for the next generations.

The young families and the digital generation of the 20plus act more critically and ecologically.

Odor-free, noticeably fresher air and an environmentally friendly home, without chemicals.
Environmentally friendly free of: chrome, nickel, lead, cadmium, aluminum and meets the requirements of § 31 LMBG 

It is time for sustainability in practice, which is indispensable in today's modern household. 



zilopet: Fur brush
ensures freshness and purity 

Fresh air without fragrance

With the fur brush zilopet® you can easily neutralize bad smells
grooming your pet in a natural way.

Neutralizes odors and gently cleans the fur at the same time
from dirt, applicable to wet and dry fur
no odor overlay from artificial fragrances
environmentally friendly, without chemical additives
short, firm bristles also pick up stubborn dirt
from damp fur and saves a lot of money, time and works for many years 

Simply moisten the sponge in the 
brush head with water,
dose this by applying pressure to 
the perforated area and brushing
Your animal gently. 

Dimensions: 6,5 x 11 x 3,4 cm
Colours: Blue

Black



Air freshener car
Provides fresh, clean air 

Part of life happens in the car. Here, too, often unpleasant smells arise, for 
example from animals, nicotine smell, food, gasoline, plastics or simply from an 
accident.

zilofresh neutralizes even stubborn odors in cars, trucks and mobile homes.
The flexible bracket makes zilofresh easy to use
Clamp to the storage compartment of the side door without rattling or slapping.

Soak the sponge with water and put it in the holder. Regularly check the moisture 
of the sponge.

zilofresh is suitable for every vehicle.

Material: rubber and special stainless steel
Dimensions: 12.9 x 8.2 x 4.7 cm
Standard color: black 

Fresh air without fragrance



XL air freshener up to 60sqm
Provides noticeably fresher air in rooms up to 60 m² 

Neutralizes unpleasant odors such as cooking smells, cigarette smells,
Animal smells, living smells and much more.

The XL air freshener in a decorative rubber bowl.
The knobs in the bottom of the bowl are spacers and allow
a larger amount of water. The bowl is non-slip on all surfaces and can be 
cleaned in the dishwasher.

Material: rubber and special stainless steel
Dimensions: 17.5 x 17.5 x 3.2 cm
Standard colors: black and blue 

Fresh air without fragrance



Fresh hands
Provides freshness and purity 

Unfortunately, working with odor-intensive materials such as cooking 
ingredients or gasoline, as well as consuming cigarettes, has a 
disadvantage:
You can smell it on your skin - usually even hours later. The zilosoap® Plus 
removes itself in connection with water
persistent smells and grime from your hands. With the stainless steel core, 
it neutralizes bad smells, the soft,
Knobbed plastic coating has a cleansing and massaging effect at the same 
time. An additional highlight is the integrated mini nail brush
Made of soft plastic with which you can easily clean even heavily soiled 
fingernails. The cleaning nubs ensure good blood circulation and remove 
heavy dirt from the skin.

Standard colors: blue - green - black
Dimensions: 4.9 x 6.9 x 1 cm 

Fresh air without fragrance



Air freshener BATH & WC
Provides pleasant freshness in the bathroom and toilet 

There are places where everyone produces odors. It is in the nature of 
things. Whether guest toilet or bathroom, zilofresh toilet removes odors 
just as naturally as they originate. It neutralizes the unpleasant smell and 
simply dissolves it in fresh air.
It works completely without chemical additives and artificial fragrances. 
The bathroom and toilet are permanently free of odors 365 days a year.

zilofresh eliminates odors, but does not replace cleaning agents.
Suitable for all standard and commercially available toilets with a rim

Tip for cat lovers:
Most litter boxes are in the bathroom.
Fresh air, even after visiting your favorite, will please every nose.

Dimensions: Ø 4.9 x 13 cm
Colors: white and green 

Fresh air without fragrance



History of smells

The development of smells - why does it smell always and everywhere?

Clear question, clear answer: Because odors are unfortunately inevitable.
They accompany us all our lives - whether we want to or not. Almost every organism and every object - regardless of whether it is a plant, fish, animal, 
human, sofa or television set - releases odor molecules into the environment. Depending on the number of these odor molecules, we can smell them or not.
And because our organism is designed in such a way that the sense of smell should warn us of dangers such as spoiled food or fire, our nose works day and 
night. But what if a person of the 21st century had sniffed different ages as a visitor? Let's just put it to the test. 

Big animals, big smells
In the story of creation it is true that “In the beginning there was light”. But actually it should read “In the beginning there was the smell”. 
Primeval forests with decaying plants and rotting dinosaurs, swamps from which poisonous gases constantly rose and lying around at every turn
Excrement from giants such as the Brontosaurus, for example, it is to be feared that primeval times would have stank in the truest sense of the word. 

Triumph of the bathhouses
The ancient Romans were the first to set standards in a nasal-friendly way of life with their bathhouses and sophisticated living systems. In the
In early civilizations, fragrances already had a permanent place in people's lives. By burning scented substances, e.g.
the ancient Greeks to talk to their gods about the rising smoke. The bathhouse culture then persisted into the high Middle Ages. Unfortunately
at the same time there was a development that our noses would not have liked. 

Le Mief c‘est moi
Not even the king could escape the ubiquitous smell. An original report from everyday smell in the royal Versailles:
“The bad smells in the park, in the gardens and even in the castle itself are nauseating. The access ways, the courtyards, the outbuildings and the corridors 

are full of urine and feces; avenue de Saint Cloud is covered with rotting mud and dead cats. The cows leave their cakes in the
large gallery, the stench doesn't stop at the door of the royal bedroom. 



Fur coat yes, deodorant no
So let's move into a more civilized society. Although the Neanderthal man demonstrated great skill in creating his own fashion collection.
The idea of visiting him and his family, however, becomes critical for our noses. Shower gel, soap and zilofresh DEO stick had not yet been invented. And 
people lived in caves in which the scent brands of the “previous tenants” were omnipresent: those of the wild bears. 

Medieval cities
Citizens kept pigsties next to their houses, rubbish was thrown on the street, instead of toilets there were cesspools, there was no sewerage system,
in short: it stank to heaven. On top of that. During the times of the plague, the situation on the olfactory front escalated. The people were convinced
that water opened the pores to supposedly polluted air. That meant the odor-related super meltdown: washing became a taboo. Instead of with
Water was “cleaned” with clean cloths, soap was “replaced” with powder. 

Was the tent an alternative?
Well, certainly within limits. The tipis were excellently ventilated, pets had to stay outside and whether they cooked inside or outside,
Native Americans also had a choice. Well, winter was tight and stuffy in the tent while the lake was frozen over.
And the habit of rubbing yourself with buffalo fat might not be the right thing to do either. 

The best of all worlds ...
Thanks to modern achievements such as the sewer system, sensibly divided apartments and running water, we live smell as comfortably as never before. 
Paradoxically, this is exactly why we are more sensitive than ever to bad smells. However, there is finally a real solution to bad smells: our zilofresh products. 
The best thing about it: all zilofresh articles are completely chemical-free and neutralize bad smells instead of whitewashing them. 


